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Experience

2015-2016 
·Industrial Designer, 3D Modeler (transportation) | Lide Tech | 01/2015 - 09/2015

Lide Tech is an engineer agency, I worked on their automobile design project, mostly worked as 
3D modeler, one of designer. Used Rhino for building nurbs model, Vray for rendering.

·Graphic Designer | Brandesse | 10/2015 - 12/2015
Worked as one of graphic designer in Visual Identify team, Client is Ping An bank. 

·Motion Graphic Artist | Chinesisch-Deutsche Hochschule für Angewandte Wissenschaften | Jan. 2016 - Mar. 2016
Worked on their educational 3D animation (more motion graphics side) for business and 
financial education video class

2016-2019 
·3D Animator, Director, Character T.D. | StudioX | Project: DUEL | 08/2018 - 02/2020

As 3D animator : Worked closely with supervisor, art director & producer, animated model shot to 
establish style, attending daily for critics.
As Director : Pitched my project to Studiox and been accepted to go through their production 
pipeline, was part of leading team to maintain pipeline, gave direction to artists on daily.
As Character T.D. : Solved rigging issue, came up with rigging plan for instruments playing as well 
as cloth and guitar strap rigging plan.

·3D Animator, 3D Generalist | loftmusicstudio.net commercial | 05/2019 - 07/2019
Came up concept with story and design to get approved by client, modeled and rigged 3 low-poly 
characters as well as assets and environment, Animated characters, Edited the video.

·3D Animator | Pixar Training Portfolio | 02/2019 to 05/2019
Applied Pixar feature film animation training course, animated 4 complex feature film level shots 
with believable movement.

·3D Modeler (transportation / rideable air craft) | Project : Break Free | 12/2019
Worked closely with Visual Development artist, Tweaked the design in an engineer and industrial 
designer’s perspective (scientifically make it able to fly), Modeled in polygon (Maya).

Education

·MFA, 3D Animation | Academy of Art University | Graduated 2019
Courses included high level animation courses for lipsync animation, detailed hand key 
animation, feature film animation, facial animation, creature animation, body mechanic, cycles.

·BE, Industrial Design | CDI of Tongji University | Graduated 2016
Related courses include modeling of Nurbs （Rhino) and Polygon (Maya), visual programming language 
and environment (Grasshopper and Maya Nude Editor), Visual Basic Coding and Mel Scripting.

·Abroad Education Program and Conference During BE | UC Davis (US) & NDHU (Taiwan) | 2015
·Award and Honor

Chosen for Pixar feature film class by high GPA and high quality student demo | 2019 spring
Pitched Duel to StudioX and been accepted as their animation short film project | 2018 summer
ASCE Mid-Pacific Student Conference, won 2nd place in construction project compitation | 2015 spring
China Senior Care Design Award, won 3nd place (Industrial Design) | 2014
China Mathematical Olympiad, won 2nd place (Science) | 2012

Portfolio

·www.daianim.com

Skillsets

·3D Human Character 
Animation

·3D Creature Animation
·3D Cycle
·3D Animation Perfectly 

attach to Sound (lipsync, 
music playing animation)

·3D Character Rigging
·3D Assets Rigging
·3D Modeling (both Nurbs 

and Polygon）
·3D Layout
·Industrial Design 

(especially transportation 
design)

·Environment Design
·Graphic Design
·Action Scripting
·Mel Scripting
·Knowledge of Science, Math, 

Logic and Engineer.
·Work as team member.

Software

·Maya
   （Vray, Arnold, Mel)
·Mudbox
·Rhino
   (Grasshopper)
·Keyshot
·Adobe Photoshop
·Adobe Illustrator
·Adobe Premire
·Adobe Flash
   (Action Script)
·Cubase
·Fl Studio
·Shotgun


